
EvENts being held ONLINE

Learn more about how to view Montpelier’s digital-only 
events at vermonthumanities.org/montpelier.

OctObEr 7  n   Reuben Jackson 
I Wonder as I Wander:  
Duke Ellington’s Nature–Inspired Works
Reuben Jackson, former host of VPR’s Friday Night Jazz, 
explores Duke Ellington compositions that spotlight the jazz  
legend’s growth as an arranger and composer. Jackson will play 
and discuss arresting yet accessible movements from extended 
works like The Far East Suite.  
Underwriter: Bear Pond Books      

NoVeMBer 4  n   Teresa Mares   
Life on the Other border:  
Farmworkers and Food Justice in vermont   
Those who put food on our tables disproportionately experience 
food insecurity in their own homes. For more than seven years, 
UVM Anthropology professor Teresa Mares has studied food 
access among the Latinx farmworker community in Vermont.  
Her ethnographic research illuminates the many ways workers 
sustain themselves and their families while also serving as the 
backbone of the state’s agricultural economy.  
Underwriter: University of Vermont Humanities Center 

DEcEmbEr 2  n   Stan Sloan 
the United states and the World in 2021
Whether under a second Trump administration or a new 
Democratic-led administration, the United States will face  
multiple national security issues in 2021. Stan Sloan considers 
our country’s relationship with allies and adversaries, as well  
as the impact of the Covid-19 crisis. 
Partner: Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Pulitzer Prizes

FEbrUAry 3  n   Joseph and Jesse Bruchac  
We Are still Here
Location: Vermont State House Chamber, 7:30 pm
Using drum, flute, rattle, and vocals, father and son  
storytellers and musicians Joseph and Jesse Bruchac of  
the Nulhegan Abenaki Nation will address the continued 
presence and vibrant cultural heritage of the Wabanaki 
Nations of N’dakinna, with special emphasis on the years  
of the Vermont Eugenics project and the long struggle  
for government recognition.  
Underwriter: Cabot Creamery Cooperative    

mArcH 3  n   Nathaniel Lewis   
In Wildness: Imagining the American West 
Thoreau wrote that “the West of which I speak is but  
another name for the Wild,” and indeed for much of its  
history the American West has been associated with the 
idea of wildness. Saint Michael’s College professor Nathaniel 
Lewis explores our understanding of both nation and nature 
in the imagined West.

APrIL 7  n   Adrie Kusserow  
Poetry During covid-19  
Inspired by the Mary Oliver poem, “Wild Geese,”  
Saint Michael’s College professor Adrie Kusserow wrote 
“Mary Oliver for Corona Times,” stating, You do not have  
to use this isolation to make your marriage better/your  
body slimmer, your children more creative. She’ll discuss  
Oliver’s poem and explore ways in which the pandemic  
has sparked creative work. 
Underwriter: Pomerleau Real Estate      

mAy 5  n   Marilyn Blackwell 
Why Not in vermont?  
the Long campaign for Women’s suffrage 
Why did Vermont lawmakers resist women voting in  
the 19th and 20th centuries? Through the stories of three 
Vermont suffragists, Lyn Blackwell will outline the shifting 
debate over women’s full citizenship from the 1850s  
until 1920. 
Underwriter: Leonine Public Affairs, LLP
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JANUAry 6  n   Erin Sassin
reinventing the Family Home 
Middlebury College professor Erin Sassin examines how American 
reformers and homeowners have, in pursuit of “the simple life,” 
attempted to reinvent the form and idea of the single-family home, 
from communal experiments to the current tiny house phenomenon.  
Underwriter: Margot George Fund
Partner: Middlebury College and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation


